LSU-PHYSICS SCAVENGER HUNT (2010)
TEAM SYMBOL:
TEAM MEMBERS:
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________

ITEM LIST:
(1) A picture of an LSU P&A professor playing a musical instrument.
(2) A preprint, reprint, or any printout of a physics/astronomy journal article.
(3) A signature of any newly-arrived graduate student or newly-arrived professor in our department.

______________________________________________________
(4) A hardcopy of a book in the series Annual Reviews of Astronomy & Astrophysics (QB1 A2884)
(5) A secret token handed to you during the Block Party by the professor who teaches graduate Classical Mechanics
(PHYS 7221).
(6) A piece of Dark Matter
(7) The last word in the punchline of any physics cartoon posted on anyone's 'door' in Nicholson
_____________________________
(8) A contact address (email, phone, web address) from a Physics graduate student recruitment poster:
_____________________________
(9) A picture of the department emblem showing a blue circle filled with Sun/Moon/Comet/Saturn/Stars placed above
symbols for the first eight planets.
(10) A stamp of any type from the main Department Office:

LSU-PHYSICS SCAVENGER HUNT (2013)
INSTRUCTIONS:
The goal of any scavenger hunt is to collect the listed items and be the first team to present the complete collection
to me. I expect that all ten items can be found in perhaps 10-20 minutes, so it might be a bit of a 'footrace'.
Prizes include Big Bang Theory bobble-heads.
You will be working in teams of three, as assigned by me. This will be by randomly handing out these sheets,
where you are teamed up with other people with your same team symbol (see below). When everyone has found
their partners, then I will hand out one list of search-items for each group. Then, you can immediately start the hunt.
You may not receive any outside help for the search. However, for several items, you will be asking other
people to hand you something. Also, it is fair to ask other people questions, for example, “Who is ....?” or “Where is
….?”. But there will be no working with any other group, asking someone to fetch something for you, or having an
unofficial fourth member of your team.
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